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As phppp has asked me to explore some of the older modules as a core developer, I have re-
written the Content module so it falls in line with code standardisation as well as XOOPS Code
protocol. It has been completely rewritten as well as a concession of other features added in.
Now with the content module this has been renamed to X-Center as it is the center of your
website. There is a new XML Power Block which will allow you to write and clone multiple
blocks that scan other areas of your database for content in pertenance to the data in the
article.

This means that you can have blocks in multiple places that are constantly changing based on
various content types in the system, this off course with Search Engines the more you site
expands and is used, mean you have a higher SEO rank cause your pages are reflecting a
higher change in the system page impressions.

The X-Center is and will remain quiet popular as I have had many enquires about the content
module so I have revamped it and released it to you.

If you would like more information on the XML Document standard for this module please refer
to the wiki

Download:

* xoops2_xcenter_1.09.zip (81 Kbs).

https://xoops.org/modules/mediawiki/index.php/X_Center
http://bin.chronolabs.org.au/xoops2_xcenter_1.09.zip
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